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What is, is identical with the thoughts

-ParmenidesABSTRACT
This book is devoted to technical problems related to the design and
analysis of intelligent systems possessing perception, like the existing
biological organisms and the "seeing" machines of the future. Since the
appearance of the first technical results on Active Vision [2,5], researchers
are beginning to realize that perception (and intelligence in general) is not
transcendental and disembodied. as Parmenides noted more than 2,000

is intimately related to the physiology of the perceiver and the tasks that
it performs. This viewpoint. known as Purposive, Qualitative or Animate

Vision, is the natural evolution of the principles of Active Vision and

ideas and research efforts that contributed to the development of the new

paradigm of Active Vision. along with a short description of the rest of the
book, is provided. Finally, the principles underlying purposive recognition
are described and various topics including intentionality, functionality,
behavior and visual categories are discussed in some detail.

1. \VHAT Is VISION?

"Hose is a rose is a rose is a rose," Gertrude Stein said [32]. In her later days she
went around asking: What is the answer? Getting no reply, she then started asking:ThisworkwasfundedinpartbyARPA,ONRandNSF(underaPresidentialYoungInvestigator

Award)
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2 ALOIMO~O5
What is the question? Finding the question to ask is the most important problem in

and equip machines with visual capabilities? Let us first ask a few such questions

[29]. When reference is made to a visual system, it could be a biological or machine

system: no distinction is made.
What kind of information should a visual system derive from images? Should the

single, general purpose form, leaving it to other cognitive modules (planning. reason-
ing, memory, learning, language, etc.) to transform it to suit their needs, or could
a visual system directly produce forms of information suited to specific cognitive
processes? Are descriptions of 3-D location, shape and material properties the only
descriptions that should be produced, or can a visual system directly produce "high
level" information (about qualities like edibility, for example)? Are there sharply dis-
tinguished modules for vision, reasoning, learning, planning, memory, etc.. or are the
boundaries blurred and different subsystems closely integrated with one another?

say that this part is engaged in visual processing, this other part is performing
planning, this other part is doing reasoning, these cables (or connections) are for
vision to communicate with planning, these cables for planning to communicate
with learning, etc.? In still other words, is an intelligent visual system designed
in a very clean modular manner where the different modules correspond to the
different cognitive modalities, or is the design more complicated than that? Is visual

that changes the state of the system or the environment; it could be a motion or a
decision or the building of a representation, for example.

ogists, psychophysicists. neurobiologists. neuroanatomists, zoologists, neuroetholo-
gists. computer scientists. engineers. mathematicians, physicists and cognitive scien-

those who ask the unpirical qllfstioll (what is), i.e., they are trying to find out how

existing visual systems an.' designed: those who ask the normative question (what
should be), i.e., they are trying to find out what classes of animals or robots would

be desirable (good, best. optimal) for a set of tasks; and finally there are those
who address the thEOretical question (what could be), i.e., what range of possible
mechanisms could exist in intelligent visual systems. It is obvious that these three
questions, all of them very important. do not necessarily have the same answer, al-
though they are related. l\larr [23] dealt with both the first and the third question,
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is a theoretical concept; it does not exist in nature and cannot be designed for many
reasons. some of which are explained later.

let us take, as a working answer, Marr's answer: "Vision is the process that creates.

given a set of images, a complete and accurate representation of the scene and its

tracted representation is as general as possible.! This is of course what researchers
refer to, correctly, as general vision. However, general vision addresses the theoretical
question, and it exists only in theory! The goal of research on the "theoretical ques-
tions" is not to create the most "general" observer, because the "general" observer
exists only in theory; it is nothing but a concept. In nature, nothing is general.
There is no general athlete, no general warrior, no general scientist. Research on the
theoretical question will uncover general principles behind the miracle of perception.
Such research will determine what is theoretically possible, or impossible. to derive
using vision. It will provide the geometrical and physical constraints relating the
data (images) to properties of the 3-D world. It will give the capabilities and limita-
tions of general visual recovery techniques. For example, it will show that if models
for the reflectance of surfaces or for their texture are available, then shading and

the theoretical approach will prove that from a series of images taken by a moving

employ a specific model of the scene.

Research on the "theoretical question" of general vision will not tell us how to
best build a visual system. It will give hints, but it will not give a solution, because
this is not what its goal is. It is research on the normative question that, using
results of general vision, .will propose ways of building intelligent, sophisticated and
flexible visual systems. Human visual systems are just one example in the spectrum

of biological vision systems; t }1('yare not general. The thousands of visual tasks that

to...which.t~ey are subject are just trivial proofs of this simple fact. Adrian Horridge
[11]. a VISIon researcher who has been studying bees for the past thirty years or

3

research has been the finding of general purpose methodologies and general purpose represen-

problem has been taken for granted. The conversion of sensor data into an internal representa-
tion and vice versa (i.e., signals to actuators, or decisions, that is all together actions) has been
separated from the phase of developing algorithms to perform computations on internal data.

Most research has been df'voted to processing the internal data and as a consequence different
subfields such as planning. learning. reasoning, vision and many more have appeared. Therefore,
it is not surprising that the first influential theory of vision mainly concentrated on the compu-tationalandrepresentationalaspects.Visionwasdescribedasareconstructionprocess,thatis
a problem of creating representations for increasingly growing levels of abstraction leading from

pixels to predicates" [24]). -
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so writes that humans and bees are not that different in their visual systems re-

and various other cognitive capabilities (for example, they can play chess, v,:hich ele-

phants cannot). The human visual system interacts with all these cognitive abilities,

is, amazing it is, but general it is not. The simple fact that the spectacular abilities

III VISIon.

Is ACTIVE VISION?

Marr's contributions set the foundations for vision as a scientific discipline. His the-
ories about early vision led neurobiologists to find in the monkey cortex interesting
retinotopic maps. However. Marr left out of his theory a very important issue: the
fact that all existing visuC;l1systems, from insects and frogs, to fish, snakes, birds and
humans, are active. Being active, they control the image acquisition process and thus.
introduce constraints that greatly facilitate the recovery of information about the

The first technical developments in active vision [2] considered the problem in

the context of the general methodological paradigm at the time, namely the one that

the geometric parameters of its sensory apparatus. The superiority of an active
observer vs. a passive one was clearly established by the fact that an active observer
can perform classical general recovery tasks (like shape from x) in a more efficient
way than a passive observer can. General recovery problems that are ill posed and
nonlinear for a passive observer become well posed and linear for an active observer.
However, it slowly started becoming clear that not only are the observer's geometric
parameters relevant. but a whole set of other visual parameters as well. The ability
to manipulate them in a controlled manner, as both an action and a reaction, started

to what extent and what kind of manipulation appeared to be task-dependent. The
typical property of passi\'e \'ision is that the observer is not capable of choosing
how to view the scene, but is instead limited to what is offered, determined by the

preset visual parameters and environmental conditions, including time sampling.

The active observer, on the other hand. utilizes its capability to change its visual
parameters to acquire favorable> data from the scene in solving the specific task it

the given images, possibly engaging in complicated reasoning and computations, but
cannot acquire more data which could facilitate the interpretation of the s~ene in
view in order to achieve the task it is engaged in. Researchers started realizing that
an active vision system is a system able to manipulate its visual parameters in a
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controlled manner in order to extract useful data about the scene in space and time
that would allow it to best perform a set of tasks. Since vision is tri\'ially active, it
became apparent that the design of a vision system depends critically on the tasks

addition, researchers started realizing that vision systems do not have to compute

all things at all times, but only what they need. These observarions led to the next
natural development or evolution of active vision, namely the paradigm of purposive

[1] (or animate) vision [6].

4. ACTIVE VISION LEADS

tation of its extrapersonal space needs an unrealistically large amount of computa-

using a very elaborate gaze control system. If the resolution of the human eye were
everywhere equal to its resolution near the optical axis, then humans would have a
brain weighing approximately 30,000 pounds! [30]

For reasons such as this one and several others [1] related to the inherent dif-

ficulties of complete visual reconstruction, the platonic view of vision as a general

lives in cannot be separated. They need each other in order to be complete, in order
to make sense. The perceptual system has a relationship with the world it lives in;

"general" relationship with t he world that obeys the laws of physics is something
beyond any comprehension.2

There is simply too much that can be known about the world for a vision system
to construct a general-purpose complete description. The information contained in
the visual signal is much more than the system actually needs or can cope with.
Thus the fundamental problem of a vision system is to determine what information

from the image should be usee! and what representation of it needs to be built so
that the relationship of the system with its world can best be implemented. In other
words, the system needs to recover partial information about the scene. Knowing
what kind of part ial recovery needs to be performed depends on the relationship
of the system to its worle!: to put it differently, it depends on the tasks that the
system has to carry out, i.e., on its purpose. Purposive vision does not consider
vision in isolation, but as part of a complex system that interacts in specific ways
with the world. It is important to note that if the visual system knows what kind
of information is needed ane! what it will be used for, this permits the system to

more easily available. Finally. since the relationship of the visual system to the

world consists of perceptual capabilities and actions, its implementation (i.e., the

2 One might be able to achieve such a general relationship in Plato's world of ideas.
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design of the visual system) can be achieved through ,h reduced instruction set of
perceptions and actions (behaviors) that does not requin... an elaborate categorical
representation of the world (qualitative vision). The visual categories a visual system
uses~ and consequently the algorithms it needs to develop or learn in order to derive
them, and the meaning of the symbols representing these categories, depend totally

(a) the characteristics of the system itself (its physiology, its mobility-is it flying,
crawling, walking~ etc.-and its computational capacity); and

(b) the tasks it needs to accomplish.

struction and for the development of new, flexible representations related to action.5.THEORETICAL,NORMATIVEANDEMPIRICALVISION
the problem can be general or specific, and the assumptions used can be general

2-D spaces are presented which convey the message and improve the clarity of the
pictorial description. Tables 1 and 2 describe this, if one examines the labeling of the

problem is a problem of general vision, a module of Marr's theory (like optic flow

here will help clarify matters: The module of structure from motion (from a series of

dynamic images. recover the shape and :3-D motion of the observer relative to parts
of the scene) is a general problem. The following problems are specific: Is there

anything moving in the scene as seen by a moving observer? Is it moving closer

the observe move in order to intercept it? etc. Obviously, specific problems require

partial recovery of the visible world. In the sequel the difference between general
and specific assumptions is explained. First of all, assumptions are constraints on

holds only for a subset of t he world (or for a subset of visual systems and their
relationships to the world).

tion, because indeed the world satisfies it (it is actually a theorem in differential

make an additional assumption regarding the number of planar patches; and then
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Complete

Partial

General

Specific

General Specific Assumptions

Table 1

Recovery
axIS

General Specific Assumptions
aXIS

Table 2

Problem

aXIS

smooth between discontinuities: that is general. Again, however, in order to utilize

lates. If indeed the physiology of the observer is such that it only translates, then

Tables 1 and 2 show how general vision, purposive vision and industrial vision fit
together in a continuum of completeness and partialness, generality and specificity.

Purposive vision and general \.ision work together, with general vision providing
hints and ideas and purposive vision designing the whole spectrum of visual sys-

..

Not Marr's

possible theory

Purposive Existing
and machine

qualitative (industrial)
VISIon vision

1

---
Not Marr's
possible theory

Purposive Existingand industrial
qua.liative vision

VISIOn

,
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tions in order to determine the coefficients involved in the global functionals (or
to determine the priors in various general probabilistic approaches). Through such

and formulate ideas for robust partial recovery, under general assumptions. The fact

be surprising; it is because this requires much less of the visual computation.

Purposive vision is the vision of any visual system1 including the human. Researchers
are uncomfortable when they do not immediately see the big picture. how different

intelligent1 flexible 1 purposive perceptual system':'

[23). The dominant view

regarding the brain has been that it is modular. Each cognitive process is assigned
a module; each of these "big1'modules is broken down into submodules1 and so on.
It is becoming increasingly clear that this is not true. It is1 of course1 important to

vision (or purposive perception) suggests that these modules are behaviors!

memory, and reasoning processes working in a cooperative manner and "acting11 on
the system itself or its environment.

synthesis of existing. simpler ones? Is there a behavioral calculus? Several chapters
in this book shed some light on these issues1 but these problems are very deep and
complex.

Regarding an architecture supporting the integration of behaviors, it is clear
that Brooks1 [i] layered architecture is not satisfactory because low- and high-level
processes should cooperate directly and because the order of visual systems is not
complete. but partial. This simply means that flexible and sophisticated vision sys-

tion. flexible and sophisticated systems need to be able to represent knowledge1 and
Brooks' viewpoint that the world can be used as a repository of information can give

as discrete event dynamic systems, I/O automata1 Petri nets, Bayesian networks1

and the like [18, 28. 20. 22, 12, 26]. appropriately modified1 are good candidates for
formalizing behavior3, i.eo, for serving as mechanisms for knowledge representation

inside a behavioral process. For lack of a better word and slightly modifying Slo-
man's [29]

3 There is a largf' amount of litf'rature in theoretical computer science that basically models
behaviors.
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the interaction among the different cognitive modalities and action. The brain is
thus a set of behaviors, and it makes a lot of sense to study it as such.

9

7. BUILDINGVISUAL

The main reason why the approach to vision suggested by Marr has not led to the

development of successful artificial systems is that vision was studied in a vacuum.

is purposeless and thus it necessarily needs to be studied in conjuction with the
task the system is involved in. From this viewpoint, understanding ,'ision means

understanding a system possessing visual capabilities.

In general, if our goal is to study (or more precisely formulated, analyze in order

common principles in system design and address a set of basic questions: \Vhat is

the functionality of the system? What are the autonomous subsystems (modules)

the system is divided in? What is the relationship of the modules to each other?
\Vhat is the representation of information within the subsystems, and how are the

studying vision and developing artificial vision systems. This approach takes it for
granted that the observer (the system) possesses an active visual apparatus. Since,
furthermore, it is inspired by evolutionary, neuroethological considerations, it is
called synthetic (evolutionary) approach. This approach constitutes a philosophy for
how to systematically study visual systems which live in environments as complex

principles. The first principle is related to the overall structure of the system and

how it is modularized, what are the problems to be solved and in which order they
ought to be addressed. The second principle is concerned with the way the single
modules should be realized.

models. which serve as abstractions of the representations employed. The first prin-
ciple of the synthetic approach states that the study of visual systems should be
performed in an hierarchical order according to the complexity of the mathematical
models involved. Naturally. thecomputations and models are related to the class

which allow it to solve certain tasks. The synthetic approach calls for first studying
capabilities whose development relies on only simple models and then go on and
study capabilities requiring more complex models. Simple models do not refer to
environment or situation specific models which are of use in only a limited amount

models can be used for solving a well defined class of tasks in every environment and
situation the system is exposed to. In other words, the employed assumptions- have
to be general with regard to the environment. The motivation for this approach is
to gain increasingly insight in the process of vision, which is of such high complex-
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itv. Therefore the capabilities that require more complex models should be based

given by the complexity of its assumption; what has been considered a simple ca-
pability, might require complex models and vice versa. For example, the celebrated
capability of egomotion estimation does not require as has been believed complex
models about the geometry of the scene in view or the time evolution of the motion,

but only a simple rigid motion model, while the detection of independent motion.
which has been considered as primitive, requires more elaborate non-rigid motion
models.

The second principle, motivated by the need for robustness, is the quest for

algorithms which are qualitative in nature [1]. The synthetic approach does not
have as its goal the reconstruction of the scene in view, but the development of a
class of capabilities that recognize aspects of objective reality which are necessary
to perform a set of tasks. The function of every module in the system constitutes
an act of recognizing specific situations by means of primitives which are applicable
in general environments. For example, a system, in order to avoid obstacles, does
not have to reconstruct the depth of the scene in view. It merely has to recognize

given by the system's reaction time. Recognition, of course, is much easier than

. general reconstruction of the scene, simply because the information necessary to
perform a specific task can be represented in a space having only a few degrees of
freedom. Moreover, in order to speak of an algorithm as qualitative, the primitives

to be computed don't have to rely on explicit quantitative models. Qualitativeness
can be achieved due to a number of reasons: The primitives might be expressible in

qualitative terms or their computation might be derived from inexact measurements
and pattern-recognition techniques or the computational model itself can be proved
stable and robust in all possible cases.

The seven chapters of this book are devoted to various aspects of active percep-
tion, ranging from general principles and methodological matters to technical issues
related to navigation, manipulation, recognition, learning, planning, reasoning and
topics related to the neurophysiology of intelligent systems. In the first chapter,
Pahlavan et al. address actin:' vision as a methodology and elucidate its method-
ological superiority over passi\"(~ vision; they also discuss issues of system design,

purpose dependency and problems related to control. The second chapter treats the

problem of navigation from the perspective of active, purposive vision and advances

a methodology borrowed from the field of programming languages for formalizing

their properties). In Chapter :3. Fermiiller discusses the problem of 3-D motion for

an active observer and shows that the problems of estimating egomotion and the
motion of an object, although mathematically equivalent, are perceptually different
and should be addressed through the development of different behaviors. She devel-
ops novel geometric constraints that serve as the basis of a set of algorithms for 3-D
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motion estimation that do not rely on correspondence or optic flow computation as

a preprocessing step. The fourth chapter demonstrates that the simultaneous and

traditional visual tasks, but also to extend the overall scope of vision to important
new areas. The concepts of purposiveness, closed-loop control and concurrency of
motion and sensing are dominant throughout the chapter and they synergistically
contribute to novel solutions in problems of navigation, manipulation and gaze con-

trol. In Chapter 5, Raviv and Herman treat the problem of visual servoing for an
active and purposive vision system in a novel manner. They present a solution to

the problem of visually controlling a vehicle which is very different from the tradi-

a theory for the computational modelling of hand-eye coordination. a topic of in-
creasing scientific interest. Finally, Ballard and Brown present a set of ideas around
cooperative gaze-control behaviors that reduces the need for explicit representation
postulated in the perceiver. These ideas take the form of principles governing active
vision systems and they represent a framework for sequential decision making and
visual learning. There exists a good reason why most of the chapters are devoted
to problems related to navigation and manipulation. This is because the most basic
visual capabilities found in living systems are based on motion [17]. In addition, it

related in a purposive manner to visuomotor coordination tasks of an agent. Later,
a high-level analysis of purposive recognition is given.

9. FINAL THOUGHTS

of patients who had suffered left or right parietal lesions. She noticed the existence

results suggested that \'isiol1 alone could deliver a description of the shape of an
object even when the object was not recognized in a conventional sense; Marr took
this to be the main (cent ral) purpose of vision. After many years of research and

results. Her findings agree much more with a labyrinthic picture of the brain than
with a Marrian modular point of view (see Appendix 1 for a very short summary of
Farah's work).

It is very hard to underst and a purposive approach to recognition because this

complex issue, a few more appendices have been added: on intentionality and be-

havior (Appendix 2): on the recognition process (Appendix 3); and on functional
categories (Appendix .t).

\Vhat does the future holel? Researchers will realize that general vision is a
chimera. Although general vision will continue to be studied, it will become clear
that it does not make much sense to insist on developing systems possessing general
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vision. They will develop basic visual capabilities that, in the framework of pur-
posive, qualitative and active vision, will contribute in a synthetic manner to the

partially calibrated) vision systems. Most important, flexible vision systems will be

them and experiment with them. In the past, many discoveries have resulted from

unexplained engineering observations rather than from the development of a suc-
cessful theory.

Vision has a purpose, and that purpose is action. Action can be practical (mo-
tor control), theoretical (creation of a purposive representation, a decision or an
internal change of state) or aesthetic [29]. Flexible and sophisticated vision with-
out action is meaningless. Purposive vision bridges the gap between theory (general

the different cognitive modalities - perception, planning, reasoning, learning - into

portance. Working on general vision has discouraged the integration of learning and
visual processes, something that has just started [4, 25]. In addition, the problem of
photointerpretation-analysis of static images-a problem receiving increasing at-
tention lately under the name "Image Databases" and which humans are very good
at-is trivial when the researcher is allowed to collect the perceptual images and to
ask the appropriate questions. and is currently impossible when general questions
are asked.

ALon10:\OS
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ApPENDIX OBJECT

The condition of visual agnosia provides interesting evidence as to how object

recognition might be done by humans. Visual agnosia refers to a condition in which

perceptive agnosia. in which recognition fails because of an impairment in visual
perception (patients do not see objects normally, and hence cannot recognize them),

and yet recognition cannot take place.

Farah [10] summarizes associative agnosia cases. Especially revealing is the cat-
egorization of objects agnostic patients fail to recognize. Farah describes patients
studied by Warrington [:31]in which knowledge of stimuli roughly corresponding to
living things is relatively impaired compared to knowledge of most nonliving things,
or vice versa. Under the definition of living things she included animals, plants and
foods. Nonliving things were exemplified by small, man-made objects. Farah adds
cases like Dennis' [9], in which deficits were confined to body parts; Yamadori's [34],
objects typically found indoors; Hart's [14], fruits and vegetables; and prosopagnosia,
which is the inability to recognize faces.

Under apperceptive agnosia. Farah describes a case of a patient who had ade-

impaired in the simplest forms of shape discrimination. This patient could detect

differences in luminance. color. size, as well as respond to small movements of pre-
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ion, to emphasize that this patient could identify and name objects from tactile.
olfactory, or auditory cues without any problem. This situation is reported for other

patients as well. It is interesting to note the role played in the recognition process, as

judgement, or search for the best view.

Another interesting disorder is dorsal simultanagnosia. Accepting Luria's defi-
nition [10], it is a specific type of perceptual deficit in which only one object, or
part of an object, can be seen at one time. Luria suggests that "objecthood" is not
simply a matter of size or of visual complexity. For example, a face can be viewed
as an object, a collection of other objects such as eyes, nose, etc., or as a part of
a larger object, the human body. Luria's patient could perceive a face, but when

cognitive process is disrupted in dorsal simultanagnosia is sensitive to shifts in what
the visual system takes to be an object.

15

ApPENDIX2:INTENTIONALITYANDBEHAVIOR
Vision systems that operate in different environments and perform different visual

stationary agent. Object recognition should be studied by taking into account not
only the objects that have to be recognized but also the agent that has to perform
the recognition. Since different agents, working with different purposes in different

recognition tasks.

is able to carry out a set of behaviors. These behaviors are direct results of a set

that changes the internal state of the agent and its relationship to the environment.

suitable for the desired purpose. In general, an object can be used for many purposes.
The agent must recognize t he one needed to carry out its behavior.

Perception is a causal and intentional transaction between the mind and the
world. The intentional content of our visual perception is termed [27] "the visual

experience has the presence and features of the table as conditions of satisfaction.
The content of the visual experience is self-referential in the sense that it requires
that the state of affairs in the world must cause the visual experience which is the
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realization of the intentional content.

tion are not fulfilled. This is the case for illusions, hallucinations, etc. The visual

which is intrinsically intentional.

the completion of recognition tasks Tkil, Tki2, . . . , Tkij. The agent acts in behavior
Bki under intention h. The behavior calls for the completion of recognition tasks
Tkil, . . . , Tkin. The behavior sets parameters for the recognition tasks. Note that the

a chair will answer yes to some recognition task that is asking for obstacles, under

another behavior it will answer yes to a recognition task that is asking for a sitting
place, and under another it will answer yes to a task that is asking for an assault
weapon.

decomposition) problem with a finite number of behaviors is undecidable by reduc-

recognition tasks is also hard.

intention is a desired state of the world. The intention-to-behaviors problem is: Given

the triplet (So, Sn. (B1. . . . . Bd) (i.e.. a start state, an intention, a set of behaviors),
find a sequence of behaviors that leads from the start state to the desired intention.

of behaviors. The halting state is represented by Sn (the intention). Activating a
sequence of behaviors from the start state corresponds directly to a computation

halting problem would be decidable too.

ability to intractability. For example, by constraining ourselves to a constant set of
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our problem, for example, to that of motion planning for an object in the presence
of movable obstacles, where the final positions of the obstacles are specified as part
of the goal of the motion. The complexity of this problem is discussed in [33. 15].
The reduction is straightforward. The set of objects contains the moving objects
and the obstacles (the polygonality can be given in the relation set or as part of the
objects' definition). The positions of the objects are part of the relation set. The
intention encodes the final state. Grasping, pushing and moving are the behaviors.
Solving the intention-to-behaviors problem gives a solution to this problem.

ApPENDIX 3: THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

framework an agent acts in behavior Bki under intention h. The behavior calls for
the completion of recognition tasks Tkib' . . , Tkin. The behavior sets parameters for
the recognition tasks. Each recognition task activates a different collection of basic
perceptual modules. Each module qualitatively finds a generic object property which

data (possibly done by other modules). The result of a module's operation is given

are parameter-specific. The zth module can take one of qi}, . . . , qin qualitative values.
The state of our recognition system, denoted by Qi, is a tuple of all the qualita-

tive values of our modules ((jl,' . .. (jm) under recognition task Tkij. Each recognition
task Tkij defines a system state that will constitute a positive answer to that recog-

be developed along these lines. The conditions for this kind of decision are not con-

of appearance. network complexity. etc.).

"correct" system state wit h tht' recognition task needed by a certain behavior. This

The object is tested and a sal isfied result for a needed behavior starts the creation
or definition of a recognil ion Iask.

intention

and the behavior. These parall1Pters fix the setting for the task, which includes the

mental parameters (outdoor. indoor), predator, size, etc. From this point of view

the recognition process is using high-level information.
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ApPENDIX4:FUNCTIONALCATEGORJES
The relationships of an organism or robot to objects in its environment are functional

relations: Objects can be obstacles, predators, prey, etc. Such relations are intention-
dependent. Objects are related to actions from the utilitarian po~nt of view. W.hen

need to define transformations from these functions into the needed sensory data.

category an object belongs to. For example, does the object appear to be immobile
or mobile? (It can be momentarily stationary.) Is the object graspable? Does the
ob ject appear to be organic or inorganic (animal, vegetable, mineral)?

This transformation is close, in some senses, to a design process. Design involves

general algorithms for design are computationally intractable [8], and that common

believe that the general solution to this problem of finding the transformation from

of common, useful, specialized functional translations.

etc., that belong to hierarchical structures. The hierarchies are functional and have
sensory relevance, i.e., they must have perceivable characteristics that make them
discriminable.

For example, consider a class of functional categories that relate to how your
motion is constrained by the things in the category. Obviously the definitions of
these classes depend on your motion ability: Are you a tortoise or a vehicle with
wheels? Depending on the nature of your mobility and on your size, the world
subdivides into different functional classes of objects in terms of their possible roles

different surface classes that can be described in terms of how they impede motion

that move on the ground (or the surfaces) and for agents that fly. This is only one

taxonomy with which a large number of objects in the environment can be labeled

with respect to how they can affect the agent's mobility. Other functional taxonomies

can be built based on concepts such as prey, food, etc.

[19]. With

these assumptions the present solution relies on a library of generic components with their
allowable paths of interaction and a set of boundary conditions which constrain the device's

behaviors, one of which corresponds to the actual behavior of the real device.


